
How we teach Reading at Ferham Primary School 

 

Here at Ferham we – staff and pupils – are passionate about reading. We know that precise Systematic and 

Synthetic Phonics (SSP) and practice leads to rapid mastery of the reading code and we complement this 

with comprehension development.  

The result? 

 Pupils and staff who love the magic of books and revel in pupils’ increasing decoding abilities, 

comprehension and, perhaps most important of all,  love for books and reading. 

Curriculum Intent 

We have recently changed our approach from Success For All (SFA) to discrete  instruction in Phonics, 

Reading and Writing and Speaking & Listening.  

 

Learning to read using Phonics begins in Daycare and continues until pupils have cracked the phonics code 

and attained an appropriate level of fluency. We teach phonics using Read Write Inc; more details can be 

found about Read Write Inc via our Phonics link. 

 

Once pupils have cracked the phonics code, daily SSP is replaced with  Whole Class Reading (WCR). Whole 

class reading combines the elements of the Scarborough Reading Rope in daily lessons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Each strand of the rope above is explained in more detail below.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We choose texts which relate to topic where possible – usually History, 

Geography, Science, RE or PSHE. To prepare our children for the rigour of 

statutory testing and to prepare them for the next stage in their education, we 

also include Doug Lemov’s Five Plagues of Reading.  



Curriculum Implementation 

 

Daily Whole Class Reading is carefully structured to ensure pupils rapidly become skilled and fluent 

readers. To ensure pupils benefit from a balanced and varied reading curriculum, texts vary on a three-

week cycle: 

1. Narrative texts – these include picture books and text extracts. 

2. Non-fiction texts – these include text books, recipes, newspaper recounts etc. 

3. Verses & Voices – these include poetry, songs, graphic novels and adverts etc. 

 

Note that pupils enjoy reading full texts in daily story time in every year group. EYFS and KS1 vote for their 

choice of two books each day. KS2 select a book as part of Book World Cup. 

 

The five sessions of WCR each week follow the structure below. 

 

Monday   Vocabulary   
Before reading, we expose children to new/unfamiliar 

vocabulary within the upcoming text. This extends their 
vocabulary and improves fluency when reading. 

Tuesday   Read and Immersion    
The class reads the text, enjoys Book Blether and immerse 

themselves into the text with Drama.  

Wednesday  
   

Re-Read and Skill Development    
Two sessions to re-read the text and hone skills in particular 

assessment domains through modelling, shared and paired Q 
& A.   

Thursday   

Friday   Skill Show  
A short comprehension including – but not limited 
to -  the skills practiced this week. We include a short second 
text and questions so that reading and answering 
independently is part of their routine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Curriculum Impact 

By the time children leave St Paul’s, they are competent readers who can recommend 

By the time children leave Ferham Primary School in Y6, we are determined that our 

pupils will be competent readers who can recommend books to their peers, have a 

thirst for reading a range of genres including poetry, and participate in discussions 

about books.  

They will know how to choose the books they read for pleasure using their extensive 

knowledge of authors, poets and typical plots as well as using back-page synopsis and 

book reviewing sites.  

They will read books to enhance their knowledge and understanding of all subjects on 

the curriculum and which match their out of school interests and hobbies.  

They will meet Age Related Expectations (ARE) or be very close to achieving this. 

Termly nationally standardised tests will allow us to target support for pupils to achieve 

this and we believe such testing, while low-stakes, equips our pupils for a future in 

academia at secondary school and beyond.  

 

 

 


